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About This Game

Awakening: The Skyward Castle tells the tale of young Princess Sophia, who awakens from a magical century-long slumber into
a land threatened by an ancient evil. Braving the dangers of an unfamiliar world, Princess Sophia has traveled far to discover the

fate of her exiled kingdom. Having no magic of her own in a land built with living magic, she must overcome the many foes,
perils and obstacles with her wit, skill and allies. Can Princess Sophia lift the curse that plagues her people? Find out in this epic

conclusion!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Integrated strategy guide
Bonus gameplay

Beautiful concept art
Wallpapers

This is a Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game, meaning a specific genre of story-driven, point & click adventures.
Throughout the game, players are tasked to find a list of objects hidden within a particular scene, and to occasionally complete

various mini-games/puzzles.
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awakening the skyward castle collector's edition walkthrough. awakening the skyward castle collector's edition

I was hoping for a game like The Binding of Isaac, but I was really disappointed. Incredible difficult, no rewarding moments
spoil the fun.

Things that are really bad are, that you autocomplete the levels, even if there is still gold or weapons. Then your hitpoints count
for♥♥♥♥♥♥ as almost all enemies hit you so fast that you insta die. Not to mention that your most effective weapon - the blue
bubbles - damage you as well.

. Good Qualities-
Only $4
cute looking character
Decent story line
Descision change the ending
yuri H-Scene ( If you like that)

Poor Qualities-
very short game. I beat it in roughly 1 hour and 30 minutes
Not many different endings depending on what choice that you chose wrong.
only one good ending and all the others are completely bad endings.

All in all i would say that if you enjoy visual novels that much and have a few bucks that you do not know what to do with this
game is a good one to get. Its short and to the point and has plenty of sexually explicit pictures and yuri scene ( again if you are
into that sort of thing.
. Great game! My little brother and I play this game for hours. The only purpose of this type of experience would be education
and this isn't educational. If you're making an experience about a real place it should be accurate. While the size of the tomb felt
right, the contents in it were all very inaccurate. The "Information" elements were also very uninformative. It didn't make it
fully clear what they were talking about and the narration overall didn't feel passionate or make you want to listen to it.
. So the premise of the game is that you are an American exchange student doing a semester abroad in England. You have
decided to do this because you have this urge to try new things. Perhaps including romance. You can choose to be male or
female, and can customize your name, too.

The choices in the game will determine your romance options (if any) and whether the trip will end happily or not. The good
endings will end with either the appearance of an engagement (at least a couple are actual engagements)... or maybe getting
married (one prospect's good ending). Of the eight potential romantic partners, one only likes guys, one only likes girls, and the
other six don't care what you are... well, except nice in most cases.

I will note that two of the love interests do NOT have good endings, because... well, they are not nice people.

There is a patch available to... show some naked sprites in some scenes (as well as the option to have the romantic interests
ALWAYS appear naked... or will really silly things covering their important bits).

Would suggest getting this game on discount, though. While done well enough, there may not be enough material to cover $15...

As for personal preference... I think Peggy is the one I liked most. Partly because she has as little experience as your character...
(And yes it is pointed out several places that before a relationship in the game, you haven't progressed past a simple peck.).
quot;You are ugly and your mother dresses you funny."

10/10 would insult m'lord again. Best game ever, I am having more fun on it now than ever.. The best crab murder simulator on
the market today.
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The best way to describe this game is a kids version of ghosts n goblins. You play as a knight, trying to rescue a mermaid from
monsters. The gameplay is very similar in that your main weapon is a throwing lance and along the way you can pick up other
weapons like daggers, axes etc. Monsters you fight are also inspired from that series and include stuff like zombies, skeletons,
bats and the like.

It feels like ghosts n goblins but is very easy. You can take 3 hits instead of 2, there are liberal checkpoints scattered across the
games 20 levels, tons of 1-ups and health power ups as well. Even if you die on a boss, they do not regain their health so you just
pick up right where you left off, not that you will die that often, if ever.

The game has a nice 16 bit look to it, tight controls and it is fun to play. You can breeze through the whole game in about 30-40
minutes, and tbh it is nice once in a while to take a break from challenging games, zone out, and just enjoy a fun, well made
game.

I enjoyed it, if you like the ghouls n ghosts series style of gameplay it is worth checking out, and if you have kids and want them
to play a game like ghosts n goblins without giving them high blood pressure it is well worth a look, For such a cheap asking
price there is no reason not to play this game if it looks interesting to you at all.. i think that the controls are poo poo doo doo but
maybe i'm just really bad at this game

or both. One of the worst games possibly ever made.

A lazy, inconsistent "pixel" art theme that isn't "nostalgic" (the best pixel art laziness can hope for). They just used pixels
because they couldn't define any better art assets. Some pixels are different sized from others!

The chaotic shmup landscape is overdone to the point it's near impossible to tell what's going on. Gameplay is poorly planned
out and uninteresting.

Controls are loose. No proper fullscreen - it's pillowboxed with a tiny playing area. The resolution is so incredibly low that your
ship is as large as the bullets. It's almost comically bad.

If you own a HOTAS it pushes your ship to the left constantly - no controller config.

This fails every single possible test that could reasonably be presented to a functioning game.. died too easily. Jde to :DDD.
Super fun! I'm no gaming expert but I think the animation is really cute and pretty. I found it really fun and stimulating and
fairly easy to play. 10/10 really love. So what's the game about? You're a crow, naturally, flying around, collecting \/ discovering
things while upgrading your abilities until you're ready to take on "bosses"... then you decide if you're a good crow or
EEEEEEEEEEEVIL crow by cursing the beaten boss!

Crow ain't too bad and a welcome change of pace after a few hours into Alien: Isolation, to say the least!

It is originally a Mobile game that got ported to PC and I'd say the porting to PC ain't too shabby. For a mobile game, its fun and
it has decent music to keep you engaged in the game. The downside is... that game is very short and once you do finish it, no
replay value at all.

All in all, I usually stay away from Mobile ports but I'd say this one is actually a decent game to give a shot someday! The
soundtrack alone is worth the purchase since it is included freely with the game!

PROS:
+Soundtrack is good and freely included with the game.
+Soothing gameplay.
+Interesting story for a mobile game!
+Atmospheric visuals.

CONS:
-Game designed as a mobile game so the controls aren't always very responsive.
-Very short and no replay value at all.
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-Besides screen resolution, no other options to fiddle around the settings (might change later).

RECOMMENDATION:
If you seek a "soothing" gameplay when playing other stressful games, Crow is your medecine! Just, don't expect this game to
last for long since once you're done with the game, its over! The devs mentioned about future controller support and
achievements implementation so for those who care, there... you have it!

RATING:
7.5 \/ 10. This is a very simple game, reminiscent of an idle game, except you have to click "Go" rather than wait for things to
scroll. The game mostly consists of clicking go, with short bursts of splitting your colony between four different tasks, moving
to a new location to encounter different events, and buying things from a store using a rare currency you might encounter.
Events can vary a lot, ranging from free food, to battles with roaming critters or people.

Unfortunately the control you have over these events is very small. It's expected that they be random, but the game doesn't even
tell you what some of them do. My ant colony had been poisoned multiple times while I was in the house, with no visible effect.
Weather changes at random, there's a temperature gauge, being indoors lets you avoid weather, but...I have no idea what any of
the weather does. Many locations are listed as being good for something, but I have failed to notice any of those areas coming
through on thei rpromise.

Battles also happen as random events, the idea being that you have to assign a certain number of ants as soldiers in order to
overcome an area's encounters. It seems like the stats of encounters just goes up if you assign more soldiers, though, resulting in
a roughly even chance of victory regardless of how many soldiers you assign. Battles consist solely of either hitting the attack
button repeatedly (sometimes 50+ times) or deciding to retreat. There's an auto-battle button, but auto-battling includes the
retreat option, there's no feature that simply automates hitting the attack button. And the AI will almost always choose to retreat.
Even when the chance of taking damage is miniscule, or even absolutely zero, the AI may decide that the battle isn't worth it and
it'd rather lose the standardized 0.5% of your ants for running away.

Your other ant jobs aren't much more useful. None of them are really transparent as far as numbers are concerned, and they
seem to operate off of certain plateaus that change sometimes, but without a discernable reason. The worst part is that the
effectiveness of every job is dwarfed besides the bonuses you can get from the gem shop (which thankfully doesn't take real
world cash, despite what the name might imply). Harvesters are the only job that you'll really need any amount of ants in, but
that job is also rather pointless in appearance when compared to the random food events.

Overall, the game obscures all of the necessary information to play it, and seemingly does so because if you saw any of the
games inner mechanics you'd be appalled at how broken and ridiculous they are. The makers of this game aren't just Anarchists,
they're pratically criminals, creating games like this to make a cheap buck off of people who don't know any better. I would not
recommend this game under any circumstances.. This game is really funny. If you are bored. Play it.
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